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A B S T R A C T

Introduction. In the year 2000, an exceptional mural was discovered at a fountain in Massa Marittima, Italy. It
depicts a tree with phalluses, which are distributed across all the branches, are disproportionately large and in an
aroused state, and include a scrotum.
Methods. Other examples were identified by systematic literature research.
Results. Several other depictions of a phallus tree from the medieval and Renaissance periods exist, for example in
manuscripts, as wood carvings, on pilgrimage badges, or frescoes, and were retrieved in Germany, Italy, Belgium, the
Netherlands, Turkey, and France.
Discussion and Conclusions. The phallus tree was a well-known phenomenon in Western Europe during the late
Middle Ages and the beginning of the Renaissance, and mostly find their roots in the link between infertility and
impotence on the one hand, and sorcery and witchcraft on the other. Mattelaer JJ. The phallus tree: A medieval
and renaissance phenomenon. J Sex Med 2010;7:846–851.
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Introduction

R ecently, in the year 2000, in the medieval
town of Massa Marittima in the province of

Grosseto in Tuscany, Italy, an exceptional mural
was discovered behind the plaster of a fountain.
The original name of the fountain was “Fonte
Nuova,” and it dated back to 1265. When in later
years a corn loft called “Palazzo dell’Abondanze”
was built over the fountain, the name of the foun-
tain was changed into “Fonte dell’Abondanza.”
The fresco was hidden from view for centuries and
was discovered by accident when the fountain was
restored in 2000.

The dominant image of this large mural (6-m
wide and 5-m high) is a tree set against a pale
background.

One can hardly fail to notice that this is not just
a normal tree because this one carries exceptional
fruits. It is indeed a phallus tree! The phalluses in
the tree, which are distributed across all the
branches, are disproportionately large and include
a scrotum and they are clearly in an aroused state.

Methods

After this discovery, we started to look for other
medieval phallus trees, and managed to find
several others.

Results

The fountain in Massa Marittima (Figure 1) we
know was definitely built in 1265 [1]. Upon resto-
ration of the mural, a unique illustration appeared.
Under the tree, five black birds can be seen, four
on the left side of the trunk and one on the right
side. On the right side four graceful and peaceful
young women are positioned, on the left side four
active women. After several centuries, some had
disappeared but at this time, 25 phalluses can still
be identified in the tree. The four women depicted
on the left side of the tree trunk are very active.
The two closest to the trunk set down their water
jugs and are using one hand to tug at each other’s
hair while using their other hand to put a phallus
in their jugs. Somewhat more to the left, the
woman uses a stick to hit the phalluses out of the
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tree, while the lady to the far left looks innocent,
but has one of the fruits of the tree protruding
from her bottom.

Five black birds hover over the women. The
bird furthest to the left is depicted flying in a very
abnormal (vertical) fashion, which mimics the
crest of the Ghibellini family, who ruled Massa
Marittima at the time the fountain was built [1].

One of the manuscripts of the Roman de la Rose,
written by Guillaume de Lorris en Jean de Meung,
belongs to the Bibliothèque Nationale de Paris.
This text, illustrated by Jeanne de Monstbaston,
dates back to the second quarter of the 14th
century and the bas de pages1 show depictions of
two phallus trees. The first image (folia 106) shows
a young nun harvesting phalluses from the tree
with the text: Inutile de résister au désir de nature!
Même l’habit monastique ne vous sera d’aucun secours!
Cueillez donc les plaisirs de la vie! [2] [It’s pointless to
resist the call of nature. Even living like a saint
won’t save you. So you’d better enjoy life to the
full]. A second image (Figure 2) (folia 160) shows
two nuns gathering phalluses from a tree, tucking
them away in the folds of their robes [3].

In the late Middle Ages, pilgrimages were very
common. The pilgrims could be recognized not
only by a scallop (shell) attached to their clothes
but also by the many pilgrimage badges. These
badges were generally of a religious nature, but
quite a number had an erotic connotation [4]. The

unique collection of badges by Hendrik Jan E. van
Beuningen in Cothen, the Netherlands, includes
illustrations of trees—catalogue numbers 623 en
624 [5]—in which phalluses, sometimes with
wings, are growing. Not just phalluses were
included but also winged vulvas.

Another pilgrimage badge (Figure 3), found in
Ieper, Belgium [5], shows a couple making love
under a phallus tree, possibly being watched by a
voyeur (Peeping Tom). On the right branch, one
even sees a phallus penetrating a vulva with the
word AMOVRS written over it.

A wood carving (Figure 4) from the early 15th
century [6], showing a beautifully dressed lady
gathering phalluses from a tree full of phalluses, is
kept at the Franciscan museum in Villingen-
Schwenningen in the Southwest of Germany close
to Basel (Switzerland). The woman is harvesting
phalluses from a tree and putting them in a bag.
This is an expression of female desire that is con-
sidered as big as the desire of her lover. He is
shown at the other side of the wooden box beside
a tree with plenty of vulvas.

Another mural depicting a phallus tree can be
found on Moos-Schluthaus castle in Appiano
(Figure 5), close to Bolzano in Alto Adige, Italy
[1]. This mural was painted around 1475 and
includes two women collecting phalluses that have
dropped to the ground. On one of the walls of
Castle Lichtenberg (Figure 6), also in Tyrol, a
phallus tree was painted, but the fresco is now kept
at the Tiroler Landesmuseum in Innsbruck,
Austria. This article represents the first time this
mural has been published.

1bas de page = the area of an illuminated manuscript page
beneath the block of text, containing figures or scenes,
usually framed by border decoration.

Figure 1 The phallus tree l’Albero della Fecondita at the
“Fonte dell’Abondanza” (built in 1265) in Massa Marittima in
Tuscany (Italy).

Figure 2 Phallus tree with two nuns gathering phalluses
and tucking them in the folds of their robes. Roman de la
Rose, second half of the 14th century, manuscript on velum,
Bibliothèque Nationale de Paris.
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An exceptional late medieval German ink
drawing survived and was found in Istanbul,
Turkey (Figure 7) [7]. The drawing shows a tree in
a vase and the branches have two large phalluses

Figure 5 Mural from castle Moos-Schulthaus in Appiano,
Alto Adige, Italy in which two naked women are collecting
phalluses that dropped to the ground (around 1475).

Figure 6 Lichtenberg fresco Wunderbaum (Phallus tree),
around 1400 (© Tiroler Landesmuseum Ferdinandeum,
Innsbruck, Austria).

Figure 7 German ink drawing (late medieval) currently in
Istanbul. The tree, growing out of a vase, has two large
phalluses (with a tail) and two small phalluses hanging on its
branches. Two small angels hold phalluses in their arms.

Figure 3 Pilgrimage badge (15th century), excavated in
Ieper in West Flanders, showing a couple making love
under a phallus tree with a second woman looking on. On
the right branch of the tree, one can see a phallus penetrat-
ing a vulva (collection Van Wanzeele—catalogue Van
Beuningen n°1724).

Figure 4 Wood carving from the Franciscan museum in
Villingen-Schwenningen, close to Basel, Switzerland,
showing a beautifully dressed woman harvesting phalluses
from a tree (early 15th century).
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(with a tail) and two small phalluses. There are also
two little angels, putti, of which one nourishes a
phallus in its arms, the other angel is in the process
of plucking a phallus from the tree. In 1510, in
Nordlingen, Germany, such phallus trees were
included in the carnival procession. The phalluses
hung in these trees were called zageln [8].

Even in the beginning of the Italian Renais-
sance, Raphael (Rafaello Sanzio 1482–1520)
painted the frescoes of the Villa Farnesia
(Figure 8) in Rome depicting effulgent garlands of
vegetation with endless variety of suggestively
shaped fruits and vegetables. In one conspicuous
passage, a sexual encounter is parodied by a lush,
yielding fig and a swollen zucchini or “cucumber
fully ripe” [9].

Discussion

From the above, it is clear that in Western Europe
between the end of the 13th century and the early
16th century, the phallus tree was quite a phenome-
non, and clearly not at all uncommon. The
obvious question is, why might this be so?

The first and most obvious explanation could be
that sex is of all times and ages, and it was an
important part of everyday life in medieval times.
With the onset of the Reformation and Counter-
Reformation, and the introduction of church and
secular registers, sex became a taboo and many
illustrations with sexual connotations were
destroyed or stashed away.

Second, political and/or satirical considera-
tions came into play. Taunting the clergy by, for

instance, showing nuns under phallus trees
(Figure 2) and including a bird in the Massa Mar-
ittima fountain fresco (Figure 1), referring to the
crest of the Ghibellini family, who were ousted by
the Guelfo family, would support such a theory.
And in the late Middle Ages and at the start of the
Renaissance, images of sodomy were associated
with sin and misconduct.

A third explanation may be the persistence of
the Greco-Roman phallus cult. In ancient Rome,
depictions of phalluses (fascinum) could be found
all over, but there are no records of a phallus tree
as an image being used. A phallic fertility cult was
engrained in Western European Celtic culture but
here, again, the phallus tree was not part of that
culture.

The tree is clearly a fertility symbol and the
phalluses represent—just like the water in the
fountain basin below—a regenerative supporting
force. Such a symbol will likely be a surviving
element from the Greco-Roman period, when
public rituals with phalluses were common and a
connection between public fountains and fertility
was understood.

There is definitely a link between the phallus,
fountains, and fertility, certainly in Italy. Sculp-
tured phalluses can be found on the “Fonte di
Pescaia” in Siena and on the fountains in San
Giminiano. Ancient Tuscan tradition associates
water with fertility.

This author believes, however, that most
phallus trees find their roots in the link between
infertility and impotence on the one hand, and
sorcery and witchcraft on the other [10]. Women,
particularly nuns, were vulnerable to sexual entice-
ment by the devil (Figure 2) [11].

An edition of the Somnia Danielis published in
1475 by Bartholomeus Guldenbeck in Rome [12]
includes an interpretation of a dream: perdere
virgam virilem significat perdere connationem [dream-
ing of losing one’s male member indicates that one
fails to be successful in one’s undertakings].

The idea of losing one’s penis was the absolute
biggest fear in medieval society in Europe. The
cause of such a disaster must be witchcraft. In the
influential but disastrous treatise on witchcraft,
the Malleus Maleficarum or Der Hexenhammer
(Keulen 1487) [10] we read:

Witches who . . . collect twenty to thirty penises, put
them in a bird’s net or a closed box, where they move as
living limbs, and eat oats and wheat . . . ; someone
reported that, when he had lost his male member, he
visited a known witch to retrieve his penis. The witch
ordered him to climb a tree where he could select a
penis from a nest of penises. When he wanted to pick a

Figure 8 In a garland of vegetation in Villa Farnesina in
Rome, Raphael painted a fig and a swollen “cucumber fully
ripe” as a parody of a sexual encounter (early 16th century).
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large one, the witch told him: “You cannot take that one
since it belongs to our parish priest”!

Chapter seven of the Malleus Maleficarum pro-
vides a description of how to cast a spell on a male
member. When a young man ended his relation-
ship with a girl, he “lost” his penis and his
abdomen became devoid of all male distinguishing
marks. At an inn, a woman asked him why he was
so sad. She advised him to compel the girl, even
using force if necessary, to return his penis. When
the girl claimed to be innocent, the young man
pretended to strangle her. Then she reached with
her hand between his thighs and said “I herewith
return your penis.” As of that moment, the young
man had his penis again, all was back as it was
before (illustration in Mattelaer et al. [13]).

In the late medieval times, several images and
decorations depict images of genitals living on
their own. In 2008, Renilde Vervoort [14] men-
tions several illustrations of cats holding a phallus
in their muzzle. She suggests that these cats could
be the devil himself or a witch, who transformed
herself into a cat. Cats, as transformed witches,
were considered to be capable of attacking the
male sex because they are alert at night and can see
in the darkness. Cats were also considered to steal
penises of men who had illicit sexual adventures
[14].

Hans Vintler’s publication Blumen der Tugend
[15] includes an early medieval translation of
Tomasso Leoni’s Fiori di Virtu on superstition in
Tyrol. He describes the activities of a sorceress or
witch (die Zauberin):

Sie etleich stehlen aus der Pruech / dem man sein Geschirre
gar. [They even steal a man’s tools from his pants.]

Loss of one’s penis is also a psychological syn-
drome called Koro, which to this day and age still
occurs in Asia and Africa [13].

Conclusions

We can conclude that in Western Europe, the
phallus tree was a well-known phenomenon in the
late Middle Ages and the beginning of the Renais-
sance. This occurrence can be associated with
water, sex, fertility and potency, but most of all
with witchcraft.
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